
APA FORMAT WITHOUT AUTHOR

Newspaper article (from the newspaper's website) with no author For titles of newspapers, use italics and "headline"
style capitalization. Use the URL of the.

Publication Date. If the author is not known, use the title and the date as the in-text citation for long titles just
use the first few words. The article or page title is then written in sentence case in italics and followed by a
period. Example: The role of the amygdala in agoraphobia. After the agency name, the name of the specific
department is written with a period after it. Note: When using multiple authors' names as part of your
narrative, rather than in parentheses, always spell out the word and. Reference entry Kraizer, S. Department of
the Treasury,  Single author: Put the last name first, followed by a comma, followed by the initial of the first
name and the middle name, if available , then a period. According to the APA , there is no need to include the
site in your reference list. Citing websites and web pages based on the 6th edition of the APA Publication
Manual The latest version of the APA Publication Manual changes substantially the way that websites and
web pages are cited. For sources with no date use n. Descriptive phrase that serves as title and description.
Then the year of publication is placed in parentheses, followed by another period. Image Without Author:
Title of work [Type of work]. If from a database, include Retrieved from URL here. Use the following
guidelines to determine how to correctly cite works by multiple authors in text. Example: Tannen, D. Year
image was created. Internal Revenue Service. Derwing et al. If you the web page has a month and day of
publication, provide them both, by putting the year first, followed by a comma and then the month and day.
Author's name part of narrative: Gass and Varonis found that the most important element in comprehending
non-native speech is familiarity with the topic. When a report is published by a government agency with no
specific individual author name listed, the name of the government department or issuing agency replaces the
author name in the citation, followed by a period. Preventing bullying. This information can often be found at
the bottom of the page, as in the examples below. Only the first word of the title should be capitalized. For
example: U. Here is what you should do to create a proper citation. Below are examples of using in-text
citation. For sources such as websites and e-books that have no page numbers, use a paragraph number. Your
in-text citation should lead your reader to the corresponding entry in the reference list. The figures must be
numbered in succession throughout the paper or slideshow, and must be cited individually under the figure
itself. Cite this Article A tool to create a citation to reference this article Cite this Article. Department of the
Treasury. The URL can be found in the address bar of your browser. Retrieved from URL Note: You still need
to cite the image even if you are missing much of the information. Thomas, H. The page's title can often be
found in the blue title bar at the top of your browser's window. For every in-text citation in your paper, there
must be a corresponding entry in your reference list.


